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A.	BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THIS POLICY
	The Blue Mountains environment is a highly fire prone environment within an area of World Heritage National Parks that is internationally recognized for its high conservation values.
	The location of most urban development and the transport infrastructure along the exposed ridgelines places the community and the built assets at considerable risk from wildfire events. After severe fires in the Blue Mountains in successive years, 2001-2003, the Blue Mountains Conservation Society (BMCS) recognized the need to clarify the situation in relation to bushfire management, and the need to maintain a balance between the threats to life and property from wildfire, and the preservation of ecological sustainability.
	This policy covers the current knowledge of best practices taking into account the environment, and the responsibility of the local community.
	The Purpose of the Policy is:
		To state the position of the BMCS in relation to bushfire management.
		To guide BMCS statements and publications on the issue and ensure they are consistent with this position.
		To describe sustainable management of bushfire in the Blue Mountains.

B.	DEFINITIONS ¾ (with acknowledgment to the NCC Bushfire Policy 2000, available on the NCC web site)
Backburn ¾ a fire lit by fire fighters from a containment line in front of a wildfire to remove fuels and prevent the spread of the wildfire. 
Biodiversity ¾ the variety of all life forms ¾ the different plants, animals and microorganisms, the genes they contain and the ecosystems of which they are a part.
Bushfire ¾ any fire occurring in natural vegetation.
Bushfire risk management ¾ any activity that reduces damage or the risk of damage from fires.
Bushfire Suppression ¾ bushfire fighting by means of 
		—	applying water from hoses, knapsacks or aircraft, 
		—	removing fuel from the fire with hand tools or machinery,
		—	cutting fire breaks or containment lines with hand tools or machinery,
		—	removing fuel from ahead of the fire by lighting a back burn from a containment line.
Containment Line ¾ a natural or constructed feature which can be used to prevent the spread of a bushfire. A bushfire may be allowed to burn up to a containment line or a backburn or prescribed burn may be lit from a containment line. Includes roads, fire trails, hand tool trails, bulldozed breaks, creek lines, cliffs, water bodies, rock outcrops, wet vegetation, already burnt vegetation, clearings, back gardens etc.
Ecosystem ¾ A dynamic complex of plant, animal, fungal and microorganism communities and the associated non-living environment interacting as an ecological unit.
Environment ¾ the aggregate of all conditions that influence the life of a species, including natural, social, cultural, built and spatial elements.
Fire regime ¾ the set of natural, prescribed, accidental and arson fires that have occurred within a defined area over a given period, which takes into account the frequency of fires, intensities of individual fires, seasons of their occurrences, patchiness of their occurrences over the area, and time elapsed since the last fire. Though used to describe what has occurred in the past, the term is also often used in prescribing a management goal to be achieved over a given period in the future.
Hazard reduction ¾ modification of bushfire fuels to reduce the intensity or rate of spread of a future bushfire. May be by clearing, slashing, rolling, thinning, mowing, burning, raking up and removal etc. 
Prescribed Burn ¾ a planned fire ignited by the land owner/manager in accordance with a fuel management plan or for ecosystem management purposes.
Wildfire ¾ a bushfire which is not wanted or not planned by the land management authority or any fire out of control.

C.	POLICY
1.	The Blue Mountains Conservation Society supports the protection of all life, property and environment from the effects of bushfire. 
	Bushfire Risk Management and Fire Suppression should aim to protect all these values. Protection of biodiversity is just as important as protection of human property. 
The BMCS acknowledges that, within the Asset Protection Zone, the need to protect human life takes precedence. But BMCS believes that all risk management strategies should be governed by the principles of ecological sustainability.
In bushland away from the Asset Protection Zone fire should be managed to maintain biodiversity.
The BMCS does not support the further subdivision of bushland in the Blue Mountains. The creation of asset protection zones during such subdivisions involves clearing large areas.
Houses should not be built in areas that cannot be safely protected from bushfires.
2.	Bushfire is a natural part of the Blue Mountains environment, but human activities have modified fire regimes.
	Australian ecosystems are adapted to a variety of fire regimes. At one extreme fire promotes seeding and regeneration of many native plants in sclerophyll communities. At the other extreme species such as Dwarf Mountain Pine cannot recover from fire. They exist only in habitats that are never burnt. All organisms, in bushfire prone areas, have some ability to recover from fire. They would not be present, in bushfire prone areas, if they could not recover from fire in some way, if only by recolonising from unburnt areas. Fragmentation of habitat by development limits the ability of organisms to recolonise.
3.	Major changes to the fire regime can result in a loss of species, a change in vegetation structure and loss of habitat. Fire regime components should not exceed the limits for conservation of biodiversity. There should be variability in the fire regime over time and across the landscape.
	Some plants resprout after being burnt. They need time to recover and build up energy reserves and buds to be able to resprout again. If fire is too frequent they will decline.
Some plants are killed by fire. They must germinate from seed stored in the canopy or in the soil. It takes time for plants to mature and replenish their seed banks. If fire is too frequent species that have not had enough time between fires to produce enough seed will die out. Fire regimes can exceed this limit because of frequent prescribed fire or wildfire.
Some plants need bare soil and ash bed conditions to germinate. If there is no fire individuals grow old and die. Their survival is then dependent on their seed bank. Seed of some species can persist in the soil for many years but numbers gradually decline. Seed stored in the canopy is quickly lost once the senescent individuals die. Without a fire these species can be lost from that site.
	Similarly, fires at the wrong time of year, much less intense or much more intense, of greater or lesser extent or patchiness than what the ecosystem is used to, can affect biodiversity.
4.	Bushfire risk management is a community responsibility. Residents, land owners and land managers of the Blue Mountains need to accept that they are in a bushfire prone area and their properties may be subject to ember attack when threatened by bushfire.
	Community preparation and action by residents is the most important facet of bushfire risk management. Therefore education of the community about how to plan and prepare for bushfire is vital and must greatly increase. Everybody needs to take responsibility for their safety and the protection of their property, including hazard reduction on their property prior to a fire season, and adequate insurance coverage.
	Residents should work with others in their community to prepare and ensure the safety of their neighbourhoods, including plans for the safety of, for example children, disabled and elderly in the community. While measures can be taken to minimise the risk, residents cannot be guaranteed that fire will not affect their homes. During a bushfire disaster, there will not be enough fire fighters and tankers available to protect every home.
5.	Bushfire risk management should be planned at the local level. All agencies and stakeholders should be represented in the process.
	We believe that there has been progress but continual improvement in planning, competence and practices of all involved must continue.
6.	The whole community must be educated to understand how to prepare for fire and how to deal with fire when it arrives.
	The education programs of the fire services, land management agencies and council must expand until every resident has a bushfire safety plan and can implement it.
	Bushfire preparation by residents should include retrofitting of the house to at least meet the requirements of Australian Standard 3959 and the local Council. Examples of items include shutters and metal screens on windows, water tanks, pumps and sprinkler systems, etc. Planting of suitable well-positioned trees and shrubs can assist by reducing wind speeds, intercepting burning embers and absorbing radiant heat. This helps in protecting homes, and provides benefits to the environment.
	Hazard reduction by residents should not be by burning, but by physically reducing fuel loads in the asset protection zones prior to and during the fire season. Hazard reduction should include normal gardening, e.g. pruning, mowing lawns, watering, raking, composting fine fuels, etc.
	Hazard reduction by mechanical treatment of native vegetation should only be undertaken by cutting and slashing, not by pushing vegetation over. The soil surface must not be disturbed. Mulch should be retained and packed down to control erosion.
7.	Bushfire suppression operations should always aim to contain and extinguish wild fire as quickly as practicable.
	Wildfire conditions are not the time to do hazard reduction burning. Unnecessary back burning should never be conducted as a substitute for properly planned prescribed burning. Fire fighters must mop up thoroughly and patrol edges of burnt areas frequently to keep fires contained.
8.	Hazard reduction burning is dangerous, requires careful planning, suitable conditions and a large resource of equipment and skilled personnel for successful implementation.
	It can be effective at reducing the intensity and speed of future wild fires only if conducted carefully according to an appropriate prescription. Hazard reduction burning, if successful, reduces the intensity, for a limited period of time, of a possible future wildfire. There is only a marginal reduction in wildfire intensity two to four years after a hazard reduction burn in typical Blue Mountains fire prone vegetation.
Hazard reduction burning can be ineffective. Burns which are too hot or not hot enough may result in increased available fuel loads immediately or some time after the burn. This is because of excessive canopy scorch or the creation of dead standing fuels.
Hazard reduction burns can escape and become wildfires.
	Burning of large areas in National Parks should only be for ecological purposes, when justified by research. Smaller areas near the urban interface may be burnt infrequently for risk management purposes and steps should be taken to avoid loss of biodiversity caused by changes to the fire regime.
Residents should not rely on hazard reduction burning for their safety. Ill-prepared residents will be in danger, despite burning. Well-prepared residents can increase their safety without burning. 
Property design, construction and maintenance is much more important for protection of life and property than hazard reduction burning.
9.	All plans for risk management and hazard reduction should include plans for protection and remediation of the environment.
	The local Bushfire Management Committee prepares a risk management plan every 5 years and co-ordinates programs of land managers. Land managers and residents should prepare their own risk management programs, including protection and remediation of the environment where necessary.
	Plans for prescribed burns should include details to protect the environment such as not burning strips along water courses, to help control erosion and sediment and avoiding fire sensitive communities, habitats and threatened species.
10.	Bushfires can lead to weed infestation, soil erosion and sedimentation, which require control.
	Bushfire management plans should incorporate requirements to minimise adverse environmental impacts when conducting fire operations. Follow-up weed, erosion and sedimentation control should be carried out by skilled personnel after wildfires and/or control burns. These works should be specifically budgeted for in the overall costs of bushfire risk management including hazard reduction works and bushfire suppression.
	Erosion during summer thunderstorms after hot bushfires can be extremely severe and widespread. It can lead to massive sediment load in streams and dramatic reduction of water quality. Erosion not only depletes the seed bank which would take a number of years to recover but removes the top soil which takes hundreds of years to replace, and changes the whole basis of the ecosystem.
11.	The environmental impacts of bushfire suppression must be minimised and remediated.
	Fire fighting operations should not needlessly damage bushland, increase the extent of the fire, cause erosion, or create new fire trails. Any damage done should be promptly repaired. All practicable efforts should be used to minimise the area of bushland burnt if the fire would push the fire regime beyond the limits for conservation of biodiversity. 
For example a wildfire may be burning in an area that has not been burnt for a long time. The land manager may decide that the fire is doing as much good as harm. They may decide that bushfire suppression by cutting containment lines and putting in machinery or fire fighters may cause worse impacts than the fire itself.
12.	Permanent control lines and fire trails should be properly planned, constructed and maintained to minimise environmental impacts. Unauthorised access should be excluded.
	Constructed control lines should not be built remote from the assets they are supposed to protect. Trails are expensive to maintain and lead to access by unauthorised people including arsonists. Trails of limited or no strategic value should be closed and regenerated.
13.	In considering a development application, consent authorities should not compromise environmental protection or bushfire protection. If the environmental impact of required bushfire protection is too great, then the development application should be refused.
	All developments on bushfire prone land should comply with the specifications and requirements of existing laws and regulations. If the environmental impact of the bushfire protection measures is unacceptable the development should be refused.
	Developments should be refused where the proposed Asset Protection Zone is greater than 40 m or is constrained as follows::
·	any land zoned Environmental Protection or designated as a Protected Area;
·	any scheduled vegetation units (as defined in a LEP);
·	any watercourse or watercourse buffer as defined by the Riparian Vegetation Model (DLEP 2002);
·	any slope steeper than 20%.
	Applications for subdivisions that are approved should include perimeter roads, provision and accessibility of mains water, and the facility for Fire Brigade tankers to use private driveways as reversing bays.
	Council should impose and enforce restrictions on the extent and method of clearing Asset Protection Zones in new developments. Clearing beyond the house site itself should be by cutting and slashing not earthworks. All erosion and sediment controls must be effective.
	New developments should not be permitted where an adequate Asset Protection Zone cannot be achieved without unacceptable environmental impact. In order for this to occur, the state government must introduce a compensation package to allow councils to buy back existing vacant residential lots where an adequate Asset Protection Zone cannot be achieved within land not constrained as above.
	CSIRO and the relevant committee of the Australian Standards Association should publicly review Australian Standard 3959 Construction of buildings in bushfire prone areas to include the latest research findings. 
14.	The NSW Rural Fire Service (RFS) should produce a list of suitable native and exotic species for planting in bushfire prone areas.
	The list should not include any environmental or noxious weeds. Current lists containing weeds should be withdrawn.
BMCS should advise RFS on appropriate native species. BMCS should have available a list of plants suitable for the Blue Mountains, which can be distributed to members and other interested residents.
15.	The Blue Mountains Conservation Society endorses the NCC Policy on Bushfire Management.
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D.	APPENDIX  References and Useful Resources

Web sites
These can be accessed from your local library if you do not have a home computer.
Nature Conservation Council:	www.nccnsw.org.au/bushfire 
NCC Bushfire Policy	www.nccnsw.org.au/bushfire/reference/policy.html
Rural Fire Service	www.rfs.nsw.gov.au
For the relevant legislation, use the RFS and click on the link to Policies and Business, and then Legislation, which is available in pdf format. Other items link to community safety, etc.
Blue Mountains Rural Fire Service	www.bluemountains.rfs.nsw.gov.au (this includes fire updates when necessary, details of local brigades, links to other useful sites.
Bushfire Co-operative Research Centre	www.bushfirecrc.com (New – keep a watch for developments)
National Parks and Wildlife Service	www.nationalparks.nsw.gov.au/npws.nsp/Content/Bushfires
Blue Mountains Council	www.bmcc.nsw.gov.au and look under Council Services
CSIRO	www.csiro.au/index.asp - Home page - enter ‘bushfires’ in their local search, click on go, and you will find links to their research, etc.
Bureau of Meteorology	www.bom.gov.au/inside/services_policy/fire_ag/bushfire - gives information about fire weather, etc.
Federal Government Inquiry Report	www.aph.gov.au/house/committee/bushfires/ - This is the report arising from the last few years of fires, including Canberra, to which we made a submission. NCC also has a copy of their submission on their web site.
Various search engines can produce interesting links to more invormation.

Printed Documents
Planning for Bushfire Protection Published by the NSW Government. A copy is held in the BMCS library, and is available from Council, and from NSW government publishers.
FireWise publications, published by Rural Fire Service and available from most local brigades, District Office, and headquarters at Rosehill.
Australian Standard 3959
The Complete Bushfire Safety Book by Joan Webster, published by Random House – possibly the best resource. This is available in our library, and in your local Council Library, plus is usually available in bookshops in Katoomba. This book includes details of suitable plants for fire prone areas.
Fire Retarders – Leaflet No 16 of the group Introducing Native Plants published by the Blue Mountains Group of the Australian Plants Society, available from the nursery at Glenbrook.


